
       

Name…………………..

As you have learned, Native Peoples in this area were able to live and flourish for some 12 thousand years because of their 
understanding of nature in general - and of plant and animal ways in particular.  This understanding was passed along from 
older people to younger people across generations without even using written books!  Native children learned about their way 
of life by observing, listening to, and actually helping their families (and their community in general) as everyone went 
through the yearly round of tasks and festivities.

Can you list some of the reasons why it continues to be important for people today (including you!) to know about plants 
- and nature at large - even in the 21st century?

What have you learned from your recent studies about plants?  Using information that you remember from school, field trips, 
discussions, books, and/or what you’ve learned at home and on your own, please fill out the following chart.  In your answers, 
try to concentrate on how plants were helping the Native Americans who were living here before the time of major European 
Contact some 500 years ago.  In the next several weeks, we’ll be learning more about how plants have continued to sustain 
both Native Americans and other people who’ve arrived in the Americas in the years since Columbus’ momentous voyages.

   Plant
    Part

 The Name of
  a Particular
  Plant Species        

How does this Part Help
 the Plant  Itself?                           

 How Has It Helped Native Americans                                            
Across the Centuries?

Root Example:Tamarack 
Root

Brings in water and 
minerals, anchors plant to 
ground

Used for creating strong ties for sewing together a birch 
bark canoe 
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   Plant
    Part

 The Name of
  a Particular
  Plant Species        

How does this Part Help
 the Plant  Itself?                           

 How Has It Helped Native Americans  Across the 
Centuries?

Leaf

Stem

Flower

Seed

Fruit

Root
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